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USER INSTRUCTIONS

regarding personal protective equipments, and it conforms to the harmonized Standard EN 166:2001.
see packaging

WARNING:

To reduce the risks associated with eye hazards which, if not avoided, could result in serious injury or death:
• Inspect eyewear before each use.
• Replace immediately if there is any sign of damage, including scratched lenses.

When in doubt, check with the manufacturer.
FRAME MARKING - example

P EN 166 3 FT H 2-2,5

head (H - where applicable) - Highest ocular scale number(s) compatible with the frame (where applicable)

OCULAR MARKING - example
Scale Number P 1 FT 9 K N

Field(s) of use (where applicable) - Oculars performance (where applicable)
Pyramex Safety Products, LLC : PMARKING MEANING: 

Mechanical Strength
Code Designation WARNING: If the symbol F, B, and A are not common to 

both the oculars and the frame then it is the lower which 
shall be assigned to the complete eye protector. If protection 
against high speed particles at extreme temperatures is 
required then the selected eye protector shall be marked 
with the letter T immediately after the impact letter. If the 
impact letter is not followed by the letter T, then the eye 
protector shall only be used against high speed particules 
at room temperature.

none Minimum robustness
S Increased robustness
F Low energy impact
B Medium energy impact
A High energy impact

Field of Use
Code Designation

None Basic and solar radiation
3 Liquids Liquid (droplets or splashes)
4 Large dust particles Dust with a particle size of >5μm
5 Gases, vapors, sprays, smoke and dust with a particle size <5μm
8 Short circuit electric arc Electric arc due to a short circuit in electrical equipment
9 Molten metal and hot solids Splashes of molten metal and penetration of hot solids

Scale Number (Filter only) : (Code No. - Shade No.)

Application (lens marking)

Designation Code No. Shade No.
None 1.2 to 16

2 1.5 to 5
2C 1.2 to 5
4 1.2 to 10
5 1.1 to 4.1
6 1.1 to 4.1

Lens Type Scale Description
Clear, amber 2-1.2
Clear, pink 2C-1.2 Filters out harmful UV radiation to 380nm with good color recognition but does not protect against sun glare

2C-1.4 For use with sources which emit predominantly ultra violet radiation at wavelengths shorter than 313nm and when the glare is not an important factor. This 
covers the UVC and most of the UVB bands

Orange 2-1.7
Special orange red, red 2-2
Shooter amber, sunblock bronze 2-2.5 For use with sources which emit intensive radiation in both the UV and visible spectral regions and therefore require the attenuation of visible radiation 
Green 2-3 For use with sources which emit intensive radiation in both the UV and visible spectral regions and therefore require the attenuation of visible radiation
Purple 5-1.7

smoke vermilion 5-2.5
Forest gray 5-3.1 Filters out intense sunlight and reduces sun glare. It is commonly used for outdoor applications in full sun condition
Dark smoke 5-4.1 Filters out intense sunlight and reduces sun glare. It is commonly used for outdoor applications in full sun condition
IR 1.4 1.4 Suitable for welders' assistant (indirect exposure) in the environments with low levels of IR radiation 
IR 2.5 2.5
Welding 3 3 Suitable for welders' assistant (indirect exposure) in the environments with low to medium levels of IR radiation e.g. metal pouring, gas soldering, cutting 

and brazing
Welding 5 5 environments with low to medium levels of IR radiation
ARC 1.4 Suitable for welders' assistant (indirect exposure) in the environments with low levels of IR radiation
Bronze mirror UV400 2C-1.7 Filters out harmful UV radiation to 380nm with good color recognition, but do not protect against sun glare
Blue mirror 2-2.5 Filters out intense radiation in both the UV and visible spectral regions but does not protect against sun glare
Light gold mirror (I/O mirror) 5-1.7
Blue mirror, silver mirror, multi-mirror 5-2.5
Fire mirror, sky red mirror, ice blue mirror 5-3.1 Filters out intense sunlight and reduces sun glare. It is commonly used for outdoor applications in full sun condition
Polarized 5-3.1 Filters out intense sunlight and reduces sun glare. It is commonly used for outdoor applications in full sun condition
Photochromic lens 5-1.4<2 5-1.4<2. Scale number 5-1.4, and scale number 2, separated by the symbol "<" corresponds to exchange between light (before) and dark (exposed) conditions.
Photochromic lens-2 5-1.1<2 5-1.1<2. Scale number 5-1.1, and scale number 2, separated by the symbol "<" corresponds to exchange between light (before) and dark (exposed) conditions.

Ocular Performance - Lens Marking
Code Designation

K
N Resistance fogging
R

Optical Class - Lens Marking
Code Designation

1 Continues work
2 Intermittent work
3 Occasional work - not intended for long term use

CLEANING AND DISINFECTION: Clean lenses and frames in warm soapy water. Wipe the lens as little as possible; dry with a dabbing action. Do not wipe the lens when dry. You may disinfect the protector using a mild disinfectant.

STORAGE: Store between 5 to 40° C; humidity less than 90%. Keep away from abrasives, solvents, or solvent vapors.
MAINTENANCE: The life of the product depends on the type of use, care, and maintenance. We recommend to maintain the device in a suitable case when not in use.

TRANSPORT: Put the protector in the original case during the transport.
WARNINGS:

• Pitted, scratched, or damaged lenses must be replaced
• Impacts on the eye protector will reduce its protective capability. Discard after any impact
•
• Eye protectors against high speed particles worn over standard ophthalmic spectacles may transmit impact energy, creating a hazard to the wearer
• Do not modify the product
• Dispose, in every case, after 5 years from the purchase date
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EC-Type Examination issue by:
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處理訊息:內容有放大和調整位置，請確認內容是否有跑掉，謝謝。
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